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Why you’re not Loyal!

It’s surprising how we smiling and attractive people, the result of our ancestors’ genes,
we come to develop outside marriage abilities, without knowing why. This post’s goal
is to explain the natural roots of such outcome.
The theory is approved by science and created by Darwin and his soldiers.
He’s the one who prepared the world for understanding Infidelity.
The Darwin system made possible the explanation of the man-nature evolution.
From what I understand, this relationship develops through genes, DNA, pathogenesis,
sexual and asexual relationships etc. Meaning any living organism has the ability to
fertilize, to multiply, to reproduce. The organism takes further the gene, the DNA, life.
Gene equals Origin. The DNA differentiates Genes. Life grows between the two.
Genghis Han, the Alfa male between the Alfa males, acquired the most desired
qualities in the view of the today’s male, by spreading his genes worldwide, by raping
and taking countless wives and lovers. 1 in 100 people on Earth has his genes, the
chromosome Y. Over 70.000.000 million people living with his Gene, end up cheating
without knowing why.
By putting the two of them together, Darwin and the Brave Genghis, we solve the
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mystery of Infidelity.
The loyal man lived.
He was loyal therefore, mathematically speaking; he had just a few kids.
Loyal kids when they became adults, made other loyal kids.
Loyalty is in fact rarely encountered in families, because of loyalty.
The loyal male has fidelity in his genes and he’s rarely predisposed to Infidelity, having
fewer children.
The unfaithful man still lives.
Because he’s unfaithful, mathematically speaking, he has more children. He spreads
the genes because he shares is with a diversity of women. Children coming from
infidelity will carry on the gene.
Therefore, infidelity develops and covers a great part of people.
The unfaithful man wears the infidelity gene and is rarely predisposed to fidelity,
having a larger number of kids.
We can’t talk about the faithful or the unfaithful woman here, she’s not included in
Genghis logic. She’s predisposed to social, intellectual and emotional activities so
she’s free to choose.
Mathematically speaking, people came to be unfaithful because of genetic inheritance.
Society created the environment.
The environment develops and is now at one click away.
Exactly this moment, 1000 families fall apart from a shared desire.
The gene always creates reproduction conditions.
Our suggestion, and by us I mean those who desire Fidelity, is to follow the intention to
cheat and kick its bottom. Not the lady’s bottom.
Let’s contain this gene, calm it down or throw it away.
The gene needs a mind directed towards a common desire of the couple. That of
keeping or acquiring Fidelity, by any means possible.
I’m going to beat up Genghis. Bye!
Mental Training = Happy Life = Will and Power
Share these thoughts and you’ll help your friend achieve transformation.
The group of the clean and clear minded people salutes you.
Got any opinion? Please leave your comment below.
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